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1. The object of this paper is to find the condition of almost
everywhere convergence of the series

(1.1)

where s(x) is he nh partial sum of he Fourier series of f(x).
Goneerninff his problem, S. Izumi [2] has shown he followinff:
Let >1, k>l and be any ositive numbe. f

v(t)-- sup

then the series (1.1) converges almost everywhere.
Related this theorem we shall prove some theorems.
Theorem 1. In order that the series (1.1) converges almost

erywhere, one o,f the ,following conditions is sucient"
(1.2) [2/(1/2)< , for 2p>k>l, p/k-1,

X=I

(1.3) 2[a,v(1/2)]4 , for 2 p=k > 1,

(1.4) 2.2z[v(1/2z)]< , for p-k-2.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. We have

()-f()-- p(t) sin

_eos___t/2_sin I f 1( ) nt dt +
2 sin t/2 -- (t) cos nt dt

=P,(x)+Q,(x),
say, where .(t)- (t)-f(x + t) +f(x- t) 2f(x), and P,(x) and Q(x) are
the nth Fourier coefficients of the functions (t) cos t/2/(2 sin t/2)
=(t)p(t) and (t)/2, respectively.
Let l<p2 and p’ be its conjugate, then by the Hausdorff-Young
inequality, we get

{=lP.(x) sinnhl’, A{f’l(t +a)(t+h)-(t-h)p(t-h)l’dt}
1) Cf. N. Matsuyama [33.
2) We denote by A an absolute constant, which is not necessarily the same in

different occurrences.
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A ]cp(t + h)-cp(t-h)])l p(t + h)[" dt

+ Ip(t + h) p(t-h)l ip(t-h)l’dt}

hen we have

()1( +)1"(h) (+)-" t

and

where

and

B- dx ip(t + 2h)-p(t)l’lo(t)l dt

f }A (t) t- dt+ lp(t + l,(t)l dt

Colleetin above estimations, we

_--.fl=P(x)- sin nhl"  /P’dx dx

n (h)h-+ ogCt) t- dt+h (t) t- dt

Lee h=/2(z+,

(.1) 1+IP()I’

For the >roof of Theorem 1, i is sufficient to show that Che series
_

P(x) dx

is convergent, since the corresponding series containing Q(x) is
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estimated similarly. If we suppose 2>pk0, then p’/kl, where
1/p+1/p’--1.

Hence, by the HSlder inequality and (2.1), we have

IP(x) 1’ dx- ,,+ IP(x)l’ dx
n2 -1 n=2k-

lk--1 =2-1+1

’A2m-/E P.(x) ’ /’dx
1 n=2X_l+

A 2z(-/’’ (h) h(’-/"+ (t) t-" dt

A(?)+ SI +
where S) is finite by the assumption (1.2). By
quality,

A (t) t- t (+
/2 +

since /kl(p- k) 1. We have also

=0 +1

A /";(t) t-dtE 2’/’+’-) (+)
/2+

A 2’-"(1/2) 2’+’-:’) (, + 1Y
3k/v

since p/k+l-2p<O. Thus we get the theorem for he case 2>p>
k>l.

For the case 2___>p-k>l, we have, since 2>pl and so
p’lp>=l,

 ofo oofo }IP(x)l dx= IP.(x)l",dx= , IP(x)l" dx
n=2 n=2 =1 =2X_l+

}
__

IP(x)l’/" 1 ’-’/"dx
=2X-1+ =2-1+1

A2x(’-’/’’) w(h) h-" + (t) t-" dt + h" (t) t- dt
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where

S _A ] 2(1/2)<

=I
/2 +

2<:-v’ 2(v-’’ (1/2’) (p#2)

,2 (/2) (p= 2)

e (/20

A[ ,2 (1/20 (p-)

and

-(v)<_=_A , 2(- -) o(t) t-2 dtA 2%(1/20<
X=l =o X =1

/2 +

Hence we get Theorem 1.
3. Using the above argument, we can easily get the following)

Theorem 2. In order that the series

b=--1

converges almost everywhere, one of the following conditions is suf-
ficient:
(3.1) ] [2z(+)/(1/2)]v< , for 2p>k>l +

X=I
>p/k-1, p>l, k>0

(8.2) 2z(l+)[v(1/2z)]’< , for 2>p=k>l +,

(3.3) A.2z(+)[%(1/2z)]v< , for 2-p=k,

Especially, if we consider the case B--1 in Theorem 2, then
we find the condition for the almost everywhere convergence of the
series

ls(z)-f(x)l/n,
=1

which relates a heorem due to T. Tsuchikura
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3) Cf. S. Izumi [1].


